
Excerpts From - Presidential Proclamation -- Establishment 1	
of the Basin and Range National Monument – July 10, 2015 2	

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 3	

A PROCLAMATION 4	

The Basin and Range area of southeastern Nevada is an iconic American 5	
landscape. The area is one of the most undisturbed corners of the broader Great 6	
Basin region, which extends from the Sierra Nevada Mountains in the west to the 7	
Colorado Plateau in the east. The pattern of basin, fault, and range that 8	
characterizes this region creates a dramatic topography that has inspired 9	
inhabitants for thousands of years. The vast, rugged landscape redefines our 10	
notions of distance and space and brings into sharp focus the will and resolve of 11	
the people who have lived here. The unbroken expanse is an invaluable treasure 12	
for our Nation and will continue to serve as an irreplaceable resource for 13	
archaeologists, historians, and ecologists for generations to come… 14	

…The land tells the story of a rich cultural tradition. From the earliest human 15	
inhabitants 13,000 years ago, to miners and ranchers in the past century and a 16	
half, to a modern artist in recent decades, the area's residents have created and 17	
maintain notable legacies. The earliest Paleo-Indian inhabitants of the Basin and 18	
Range area exploited food sources along the shores of now-dry lakes. These 19	
nomadic people left important traces of their presence, including a rare obsidian 20	
Clovis point in the Coal Valley Water Gap and a succession of significant 21	
campsites and artifacts around the prehistoric Coal Valley Lake… 22	

…The Basin and Range area was mostly unknown to European-Americans until 23	
the 1820s, when explorers and fur trappers first visited, including Jedediah Smith, 24	
part-owner of the Rocky Mountain Fur Company and arguably the most famous of 25	
the "Mountain Men." Mormon settlers came to the area in the mid-19th century. 26	
About the same time, the explorer, politician, and military officer John C. Frémont 27	
traversed this area while surveying for a transcontinental railroad. Mining began in 28	
the area in the 1860s when, reportedly, Native Americans escorted prospectors 29	
out to ore veins in outcroppings in the north end of the Worthington Mountains.  30	



…The protection of the Basin and Range area will preserve its cultural, prehistoric, 31	
and historic legacy and maintain its diverse array of natural and scientific 32	
resources, ensuring that the prehistoric, historic, and scientific values of this area 33	
remain for the benefit of all Americans… 34	

…WHEREAS, section 320301 of title 54, United States Code (known as the 35	
"Antiquities Act"), authorizes the President, in his discretion, to declare by public 36	
proclamation historic landmarks, historic and prehistoric structures, and other 37	
objects of historic or scientific interest that are situated upon the lands owned or 38	
controlled by the Federal Government to be national monuments, and to reserve 39	
as a part thereof parcels of land, the limits of which in all cases shall be confined 40	
to the smallest area compatible with the proper care and management of the 41	
objects to be protected… 42	

…WHEREAS, it is in the public interest to preserve the objects of scientific and 43	
historic interest on the Basin and Range lands… 44	

…NOW, THEREFORE, I, BARACK OBAMA, President of the United States of 45	
America, by the authority vested in me by section 320301 of title 54, United 46	
States Code, hereby proclaim the objects identified above that are situated upon 47	
lands and interests in lands owned or controlled by the Federal Government to be 48	
the Basin and Range National Monument (monument) and, for the purpose of 49	
protecting those objects, reserve as part thereof all lands and interests in lands 50	
owned or controlled by the Federal Government within the boundaries described 51	
on the accompanying map, which is attached to and forms a part of this 52	
proclamation. These reserved Federal lands and interests in lands encompass 53	
approximately 704,000 acres. The boundaries described on the accompanying 54	
map are confined to the smallest area compatible with the proper care and 55	
management of the objects to be protected… 56	

…IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this tenth day of July, in 57	
the year of our Lord two thousand fifteen, and of the Independence of the United 58	
States of America the two hundred and fortieth. 59	

BARACK OBAMA 60	


